
Vision’s Sit-Stand (VSS) risers sit on existing desktops and allow companies to ful�l their workplace health and safety
obligations to employees without having to swap out the whole desk.

Computer users can work in an ergonomically safe position, moving between a sitting and standing position as often as
they need throughout the day to improve muscular mobility and circulation. Ultimately they stay comfortable as they
work, increasing productivity and wellbeing.

Sit-Stand Desk Riser
VSS-2S EU SAP: 4457173 US SAP: 13041721
VSS-2M EU SAP: 4457174 US SAP: 13041722
 vav.link/vss-2

Maintain correct posture
Two size options: small and medium
Quality Aluminium Contruction
Tablet slot integrated

Narrow Base
The base of the VSS-2 has a narrow footprint for applications where desk space is at a
premium. As such it has slightly less height adjustment than the VSS-1 model.

Small
The top platform on the small model measures 680 mm (26.8″) wide x 520 mm (20.5″) deep,
with a keyboard platform which is 680 mm (26.8″) wide and 215 mm (8.5″) deep.

Medium
The top platform on the medium model measures 800 mm (31.5″) wide x 520 mm (20.5″)
deep, with a keyboard platform which is 680 mm (26.8″) wide and 215 mm (8.5″) deep.

Height Adjustment
A gas strut assists in moving the platform up and down smoothly. Both the small and medium
models have the same height range of 170-430 mm (6.7-16.9″).

Scratch Resistant
The display and keyboard platforms are made from non-marking material.

Tablet Slot
The top shelf has an integrated slot near the front edge to support iPads and tablets.

Display Fixings
A hole at the back of the top shelf is available to �x Vision’s display mounts quickly and safely,
instead of having to use the clamps.

Tilting Adjustment
The keyboard has 8° of tilt movement up and down to maximise ergonomics.
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MANUAL

VSS 2 quick manual
EN PDF 1.64 MB
�les.visionaudiovisual.com/products/VSS-2/manuals/VSS-2_quick_manual.pdf
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Product Images
ZIP 5.46 MB
�les.visionaudiovisual.com/products/VSS-2/images/VSS-2.zip
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SPECIFICATIONS

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
See drawings

PACKAGED DIMENSIONS
VSS-2S: 765 x 225 x 619 mm/ 30.12″ x 8.86″ x 24.37″ VSS-2M: 885 x 225 x 619 mm/ 34.84″ x 8.86″
x 24.37″

PRODUCT WEIGHT
VSS-2S: 19.3 kg (42.55lbs) VSS-2M: 21.3 kg (46.96lbs)

PACKAGED WEIGHT
VSS-2S: 22.1 kg (48.72 lbs) VSS-2M: 25.0 kg (55.12 lbs)

SAFE WORKING LOAD
15 kg (33 lbs)

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL
Steel

COLOUR
Black / Dark Grey

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
n/a

WARRANTY
Lifetime return-to-base

COMPLIANCES
N/A

ORDER PART CODE
Small: VSS-2S [EU SAP: 4457173 / US SAP: 13041721] Medium: VSS-2M [EU SAP: 4457174 / US
SAP: 13041722]
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